
Apprehending RajaChore For Grand Larceny 
 To be released to any Vaishnava websites willing to publish it. 

After three years of court manipulations, Rajavidya Hargreaves. finally ran out of tactics to evade the law. He 

is now wanted as an international felon for using a Ponzi scheme to bilk over 60 Vaishnavas of 12 million British 

Pounds.   

Somewhere circa 2010 Mr. Hargreaves discovered the power of leveraged investing in Forex Trading.  His 

initial luck quickly went to his head and even though he had no license to conduct commercial trading he soon 

discovered that if he paid high returns to the initial investors, they would bring new clients into his “Quick Money 

Schemes.”  Unfortunately, some of those first investors held reputable positions in the Gaudia tradition which added 

further false-credibility in to what rapidly degraded into a classic Ponzi scheme.  New funds were used to pay the high 

rates of return promised to earlier investors as prior agreements reached their maturity dates and became due. (Some as 

quickly as within 1 month at rates of well over 30% annually!)  

At some point Rajavidya, who has now earned the moniker RajaChore, knew he was heading into trouble.  At 

that point he devised all sorts of stories as to why he was not able to meet the interest payments due or withdrawals 

requested from the individuals who were becoming very uncomfortable with the mounting deceit.  For two years 

RjaChor claimed bank regulations made it impossible for him to dispatch the funds he insisted were safely waiting to 

be dispatched.   His story gained even more false-credibility when well-intended professional devotees, who agree to 

seek a resolution to the problem, were also duped by RajaChore’s ceaseless, pathological lies and manufactured 

fraudulent records.  The ruse was perpetuated when lawyers were hired allegedly to put pressure on the banks so he 

could then properly return the funds he repeated insisted were available.  (But never had any intentions of returning!)  

However we now know all of this was done just to buy more time and appease those who continued to naively trust 

this terribly malicious ploy.    

Fortunately, not everyone was fooled by RajaChore’s prevarications.   In November of 2017 he was forced by 

a Bankrupcy order to appear in court for failing to meet his fiduciary responsibilities.   At this point his legal advisors 

then provided another two years of stalling tactics while RajaChore found a good place to hide.  This also gave him 

time to hide the millions of British pounds he had cheated from aspiring Vaishnavas that dedicated their lives to 

propagating the holy names of the lord.  Mr. Hargreaves is such a heartless sociopath he took advantage of disabled 

devotees, forged documents, and even cheated those who were kind enough to provide three months free housing to 

his own parents when they had no place to stay. 

Needless to say, what Mr. Hargreaves had done is not only a very serious violation of the law in any country, 

it is also ethically abominable and so egregiously sinful that in Vedic culture we learn that those who plunder the 

riches of others so heartlessly should be immediately killed for which there is no sin: 

“According to Vedic injunctions there are six kinds of aggressors: (1) a poison giver, (2) one who 

sets fire to the house, (3) one who attacks with deadly weapons, (4) one who plunders riches, (5) one 

who occupies another's land, and (6) one who kidnaps a wife. Such aggressors are at once to be killed, 

and no sin is incurred by killing such aggressors. Such killing of aggressors is quite befitting any 

ordinary man,” – BG 1.36, SB 1.7.6, Purports, Bg1.36 London Jul 26, 73, SB .1.8.50 Ahmedabad, Dec 

11, 72 Audio Lectures. 

The purpose for sharing this is NOT to suggest that anyone should start packing their shotgun with the intent 

of taking the law into their own hands!   However, it is provided to motivate those who might be lax in speaking up if 

they happen to know where Mr. Hargreaves has absconded to.  If you have that type of information and do not 

promptly disclose it so he can be apprehended, then you become equally culpable for the crimes he has committed! 

“Don’t hate your brother. Rebuke anyone who sins; don’t let him get away with it, or you will be 

equally guilty. -Leviticus 19:17,18 

“A person who knows things as they are and still does not bear witness becomes involved in sinful 

activities”.  Madhya 5.90 Regarding the position of a person who does not speak even when he knows 

the truth: -May 17, 1975 morning walk 

“…one who tolerates mischievous activity, he is also culprit. If you are mischievous, you are 

criminal. But if you tolerate mischievous activities that is also criminal.”  (May 3 1973 Morning walk) 
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Mr .Hargreaves is now a felon for first degree grand larceny.  As such, it is now everyone’s Brahminical duty 

to pass along whatever information they may have which could aid in the apprehension of this despicable individual 

who has cheated many devotees so shamelessly.   

One may ask how it is possible for someone who posed as such a cooperative and sincere devotee to engage 

in the crime of knowingly swindling over 60 Vaishnavas out of the few resources they dutifully saved to meet financial 

obligations. 

The answer is provided by behavioral scientist M. Scott Peck who observed and admonished:  

“Since the primary motive of the evil is disguise, one of the places evil people are most likely to 

be found is within the church.” – M. Scott Peck – Renown American Psychiatrist 1936-2005 

RajaChore leveraged the innocent trust of those in the mode of goodness to his advantage and consequently 

many individuals got very badly hurt.  At this time, it is unlikely if anyone can expect to ever see any of the funds they 

wagered with this professional shyster.  As long as he remains on the run nothing can change.  That is why this appeal 

is for anyone who knows where Rajavidya Hargraves is to speak up.  The only hope for restitution is if the local police 

pick him up and have him extradited to London where there is an outstanding warrant for his arrest.  Maybe then, with 

the leverage of the court, he will be more willing to disclose which relatives, friends, or bank accounts hold the funds 

he illegally obtained.  Only at that time will it be even possible to see if the funds can be reclaimed and returned to 

those who have been financially exploited.  

 

Thank You! 
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